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Seneca said: "God is a great (I
know not what) an incomprehensible
Power. It is to him that we live;
and to him we must approve our
selves. What does it avail us, that
our consciences are hidden from men
when our souls lie open to God ?"
And Seneca was a pagan.
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LOCAL NEWS
Misses Amstutz and Leppold, from
Richard Norris of Dayton, Ohio, was Marion College, were the guests of
a week end guest of Miss Mabel Misses Erma and Ruby Dare on Sunday. N-ov- 16thThomas.
Miss Sibyl Blake entertained at her _ Mr. Smith, who has been staying
home in Van Buren. on November 8th, at Taylor, but who now stays^ at Pitthe folowing people: Mrs. Duryea, tenger's, is leaving school Friday. His
Misses York, Elsie Kellar, Messrs. home was completely destroyed by
fire last Monday. Mr. Smith's father
Ketcham, R.upp and Manning.
Miss Pharaba Polhomus spent Sun was here visiting about a week ago.
The regular meeting of the Sammy
day, Nov. 9th, at Muncie, as the
guest of Miss Ella Marie Williamson. Morris gang was held in Sammy's
Misses Kathryn Bieri and Eva Oli parlor at 10:00 Wedensday evening.
ver were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. After devotions there ensued an in
Peeles on Sunday, Nov. 9th.
teresting discussion for the betterMiss Mabel Landon spent the week- ment of the dormitory. More will be
end of Nov. 7th with her aunt at heard from thsi gang later.
Kokomo, Indiana.
Misses Grace Olson Mabel Thomas,
CHRONICLES.
Dorothy Churchill and Ada Rupp
Nov.
5-Prof.
"Kitty" starts her
spent the week-end of Nov. 14th with
Miss Elsie French, a form r student work"
Nov. 6- Mr. Halterman holds "open
of Taylor.
Professor Stanley spent Thursday, house."
Nov. 7—New Thalos put on pro
the thirteenth, at Indianapolis.
Dr. and Mrs. B. W. Ayres, Gilbert gram.
Nov. 8—Soccer game and band pa
Ayres and Miss Ruth Flood spent a
few days with relatives at Green rade.
Nov. 9—Band plays in Chapel.
ville, Ohio.
Nov. 10—First Expression Recital,
Messrs. Wm. Shaw and Warren
Nov. 11—Faculty picture.
Snell, from Middleport, N. Y., spent
Nov. 12—Miss Cline decides to skip
a few days with Mr. Donald Wing,
around the class.
last week.
Nov. 18—Ho! Hum!
Dr. and Mrs. B. W. Ayres, Gilbert
Nov. 14—Dr. Ayres speaks in Holi
Ayres and Miss Helen Wing were at
ness League.
Indianapolis last week.
Nov. 15—Hit and Miss basket ball
Misses Florence Liechty, Ruth
game.
Schlecter, Messrs. Howard Lehman
Nov. 16—Ice cream!
and Myron (Habeggar, from Berne,
Nov. 17—First snow.
Indiana, were the guests of Mr. Clar
ence Liechty last week.
Irate Master (to negro servant)—
Miss Edna Callahan was called to
her home at Anderson, Indiana
on "Rastus I thought I told you to get a
Nov. 12th, on account of the death of domestic turkey. This one has shot
in it."
her aunt.

THE GEM
Amidst all the bustle and hurry of
T. U. colege life, there is carried on a
very unique industry. There are em
ployed in this industry some fifteen
master workmen, who' are preparing
a Gem for a certain modern prince.
This prince is very particular of the
Gem which he purchases, because he
has already received some exquisite
jewels from the hands of other mastars.
»
The prince has been very careful in
his choice of workman, and has in
trusted the cutting of his most per
fect gem into the hands of ones whom
he knows will be as panstaking as the
famous diamond cutters of old Ams
terdam. However, these masters are
dependent upon the smile of their
prince for everything they need in
their task. If he furnishes them with
an abundance of tools which are keen
and true and supports them by his
encouragement and interest, his Gem
wili be an object of his pride, end the
envy of his contempories.

A VALUATION OF DEGREES.
The following quotation is from an
old student of the President of Taylor
University, a scholarly and influential
missionary in the Orient who has,
however, only his bachelor of arts
degree. The wisdom of his observa
tions is so obvious that we feel like
passing it on:
"I hope that some time during our
furlough we shall have the privilege
of a visit with you at Taylor. I
haven't any very direct plans for the
furlough; but I suppose I shall spend
much of the time in graduate work
' at some university. I don't think I
shall work for a B. D. It is too
much of a waste of time, especially
Rev. and Mrs. Spangler, who are
in view of the indifferent values such
Rastus—"I dun got a domestic tur
a course may offer for a work that conducting revival meetings at Ander key, sah."
depends as much upon local exper son, made a visit to the campus oh
Master—"Well, how did the shot
ience as ours. The more I think of i' Nov. 16th. We were glad to hear
get in it?"
j
the more foolish it seems for any one the inspired talk by Rev. Spangler
to study three years after college to and the message in song by Mrs.
Rastus—"I 'specks they was meant
for me, sah."
gain only a second bachelor's degree, Spangler.
when the same length of time spent
in other lines would lsad to a Ph. D.
If a degree is desired for its possible
values of recognition an M. A. or a
Ph. D. is immeasurably more valuable.
It seems to me an imposition that
theological seminaries should require
"Everything To Buiid Anything"
admitted students to be holders of a
bachelor's degree and then give them
COAL A N D WOOD
no higher degree after taking three
1
Upland, Ind.
years of their time -iir studies-thats- tkr—fj— -Pi one. 2J1_
not count directly against much ad
vance credit "in"anyYuuvefSly.'""'"1
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TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
A NEW FEATURE IN COLLEGE
JOURNALISM.
(Editor's Note.)
Believing that broad-mindedness is
the ability to get the other person's
view-point, and that the first essential or prerequisite of broad-mindedness is knowledge of the life and probloms of others; and believing that a
knowledge of the conditions under
which young citizens of the various
countries of the world get their education will lead the future statesmen of the world to be broad-minded
—by giving a background for understanding governing motives and national and \ international policies in
the future—and thus hasten the reign
of World Peace, it seems wise to make
use of a series of articles—compiled
by the editor of Yale News—on Student Life in Foreign Countries.
In the accompanying article is portrayed English University life from
the standpoint of an American Rhodes
scholar.
UNIVERSITY LIFE AT OXFORD,
(By Whitney H. Shepardson)
A great deal has been written about
Oxford during the thousand years of
its existence. Novels have been built
around it; poets have loved it well;
essayists have drawn from its inexhaustible quarry; and historians
have told its story over and over
again. But American students have
discovered it for themselves only during the present generation, and, like
any other interesting discovery, it
deserves to be passed on to some one
else. We know altogether too little
about the "Mother of Colleges"—our
Alma Grandmater.
Picturesque Institutions Link Present
Generations With Those of Past.
When once you have been a part
of the life at Oxford, Oxford is part
of your own life—-one of those memories that become fresh and vivid upon the slightest provocation. All this
is dangerous; for the first memories
that come to mind are of the most
elusive sort—the gardens of
New
College and the well-groomed lawns
of Worcester; Old Tom ringing out its
hundred and one strokes from Christ
Church Tower through the midnight
rain; old men and young men assembling in their gowns and brightcolored hooda for the formal .functions
of the University. There isa dan-'
gfer, too, of being diverted into the
"curiosities" of Oxford life, its picturesque institutions which-seem to
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link this generation of undergradu- necessary for the student to have a
ates to those generations which have fairly broad grasp of his subject. He
gone before; the "scout" on the stair- must be prepared to answer reasoncase who cares for your room, brings able questions covering his whole
gigantic breakfasts for Ihe half-dozen course of study. If he is taking the
guests who are huddling around your Modern History School, he prepares
feeble fire on a cold damp morning; himself (with the aid of tutors, lecstudents tearing through the streets tures and reading) in Political Scion bicycles, rushing from one lecture ence, one of the several subjects that
to another with their short black goes to make up the School,
gowns bellying out behind like a full
Ask your tutor for a "text book"
jib; the round tin bath tub—"your on Political Science, and you'll get
bath, sir!" and a cold one at that— nothing but a blank stare
He'll ad
which shivering Oxford men accept vise you generally with regard to a
defiantly as a challenge to the prog- course of lectures on this subject, or
ress of science in material comforts, a course of read ing; but in the same
"Remove not the ancient landmarks breath he'll worn you against imagwhich thy fathers have set."
ining that you can "cram" one book
Closer Relationship Between Profes- or two books and be sure of passing,
sors and Students Than at Yale.
Your examination will be on Political
But after a few months, these de- Science, and not upon John Doe's
tails lose the flavor of novelty, and textbook on Political Science.
other things begin to emerge as more University Stand Based on Final Eximportant differences between Oxamination of Senior Year,
ford and our own colleges. First of
So you proceed through three years
all, an intimate relation between of it—or four—attending many leeteacher and student is the rule in Ox- tures or few
as
your
tutor
ford as it is the exception here. I suggests, reading much or little
have been given helpful hints in row- as your taste and coriocience preing by a distinguished College Head; scribe, taking "tests" from time to
I have played doubles on the College time which are set by your tutor
tennis team paired with an authority merely to. discover whether you are
in Greek philosophy; I've been swim- slacking or not. The first year of Oxming in the Isis after the forbidden ford is one of experiment—many achour of midnight by the grace of an ruaintances, many diversions, with a
unscrupulous College chaplain who good deal of dabbling at the books,
gave me his key to the back gate; and
The second year is one of "getting
I've spent weeks of vacation in North up steam"—a few friends, a few seDevon with a tutor in History, for no lected outside interests and a good
other reason than that we seemed to deal of hack work at lectures and
like each others' company.
reading.
There is, in English life, a closer
The last year is one long driving
relationship than we enjoy between nine months' "cram" with University
older and younger men; but what examinations at the end—examinamakes this valuable intimacy possible tions which cover the whole three
in Oxford (it seems to me) is the years' study, and constitute the only
fact that your final examinations are basis of your ranking. An uninternever set by your instructors. An im- rupted week of papers, four hours in
personal committee, drawn partly the morning and four hours in the affrom Oxford and partly from other ternoon, with everything at stake on
educational
institutions,
prepares them! Whether this is a better or a
questions for the written examination, worse system than our own, the pedaconducts the subsequent oral ordeal, gogues can decide. It is certain it is
and gives the candidates their final a different one.
ranking. So friendship with your in- Undergraduate Life Exists in Colleges
structor won't "do driy good"; no
Not in Official University,
one can be accused of currying favor
The distinction between Oxford
with him. And, as a consequence, you University and the Colleges which
may see as much or as little of him as compose it, is not easy to grasp at
your rhutuhl" desire for friendship first. . The best, analogy I know is
suggests^'
......
... that of the.United States itaelf, and
Urivts'd'afly. Wide! FMd df Cdursiii..'' . thp .r^fhtes^'wlieli "gc to make it up.
Makes Cramming Impossible.
The University, under its own name
Just because examinations "are" cor.'- and with.all' its formality and picturducted"by"such a• Meuti'arbody, it is esqueTdremdhy,"greets you when you
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enter Oxford, and blesses you when ed in a most informal manner. On ues for a week until, perhaps, eight or
you depart. And perhaps once, in the the morning of a game, a list is ten years from now, your own College
course of your residence, an official posted of the men who are asked to boat goes "Head of the Ricer.
On
of the University catches you in the play that afternoon; but if it should this great occasion—if I may point
act of breaking one of its regulations, be inconvenient for anyone, he out a striking difference between the
But apart from these occasions, the scratches out his name; and the cap- practice here and in Oxford—the
Undergraduate's life is spent in his tain, who comes back at noon to see President of the College will buy
College: one, two or three hundred his mutilated list, must get substi- champaigne all around!
men gathred within its four walls, tutes to take the place of those who Colleges and Clubs Very Similar to
lviing there, taking part in the College have fallen by the wayside!
American Fraternities,
sports, taking the direction of their
Yet a certain amount of good spirit
The social side of Oxford is a
work from its tutors, belonging to its results from these games, and an thing by itself. There is practically
clubs, and meeting as a community at even greater amount of good sports- no bridge between the Colleges and
least once a day for dinner in the manship—if love of the game for its the town; and the few stray souls
College hall.
own sake be the criterion. Above all, who visit the elderly ladies of North
Each College has its cliques, its these College games give new men Oxford at tea-time on Sunday aftergossip, its internal rows, its particu- the chance to prove their mettle, and noon, generally do so under the comlar antipathies among other Colleges, word quickly reaches the ears of the pulsion of duty. There are no fraits traditions, its legends, and its spe- 'varsity officials that "So-and-So is ternities—perhaps the Colleges procialties—whether they be strawber- playing well for Queens". Then one vide on a large scale that intimacy
ries-in-season, anchovy toast, or a. po- fine day, he is asked to play for the which fraternities and clubs provide
tent brew of ale. And when you go 'varsity in a trial match. That day in the United States. But there are
out from the University into life, you he does not scratch his name off the innumerable clubs with some purpose
are forever known as a Trinity man, list. He plays for his life,—for the —Liberal, Conservative, Dramatic,
a Magdalen man, a Balliol man, as chance of winning a "blue" is in his Sporting, Literary, Scientific,—with
the case may be.
hands.
a membership drawn from the whole
"You Have More Chance of Growing When College Boat is "Head of River" University, and with small club rooms
—and Also of Disintegrating."
President Buys Champaigne All
of their own.
The various Colleges tend, perhaps,
Around!
And above them all, though it has
to produce men of a certain type; but
Rowing, throughout, is treated as no social pretensions, stands the Oxfar greater scope is given to the de- a "serious sport". Either you row or ford Union. Generations of Oxford
velopment of individuality in Oxford you don't row; and though theoret- men have belonged to it, many of the
than obtains in the United States.
ically you have the same questionable leading statesmen of the British EmYou have more chance of growing privilege of striking your name off pire have fought political battles and
in Oxford—and you have more chance the list for practice, the "rowing gained their first parliamentary exof disintegrating. In other words, push"—the rowing officials of the perience on its floor. I doubt whether
the system (if an opportunity for ed- College—will stand for little or none the House of Commons itself has been
ucation may properly be called a of this half-hearted business. You the scene of more bitter skirmishes
system) is admriably suited to the are trained for weeks in a "tub" or than have taken place in the Oxford
man who knows where he is going, pair-oar; you row for a winter on Union.
but the man with little purpose and fixed seats. Then perhaps in the
It is so preeminently bound up in
no sense of responsibility is apt to spring, when the hearts of coaches the history of the University and in
suffer from being left severely alone, grow imperceptibly mellower, you are the long tale of British politics that
Nobody bothers you if you fail to given a chance at a sliding seat. It's all of us who were in Oxford in 1912
show up at College meetings; nobody little enough reward for the long were proud beyond measure when an
makes you go to lectures; nobody weeks you have rowed through the American was elected for the first
thinks you are especially queer if winter, with the rain freezing on time to be its President. Certainly
you prefer the writings of some ob- your hands, and with all the incon- the United States never sent a more
scure Hungarian poet to those of Arn- veniences that rowing men look back worthy representative abroad than
old Bennett. "Fools are suffered upon with a sigh of relief,—and re- Bill Bland of Kenyon and of Lincoln
gladly" in the belief that they will gret.
College, Oxford. He gave up his life
work out their own salvation in time,
To anyone who has watched the in France.
and on the chance that the "fool" intercollegiate races on the broad New Generation, More Serious Restmay prove, after all, to be right; and (Hudson, the sight of ten college boats
less Against Old Traditions,
that Andreas Ady may be a greater tearing up the river in a long proI knew Oxford intimately before
figure in literature than the author of cession must seem ludicrous. In real- the war, and I went back again in
"The Pretty Lady." To go to Oxford ity, it is the only kind of race which 1919. Outwardly little was changed,
may be a dangerous intellectual ad- can be managed on an exceedingly The immemorial buildings stood
venture: but one has all the freedom narrow river where ten boats are there still, the streets gave much the
of the buccaneer while it lasts.
competing with each other. When same appearance as before. Here a
Inter-College Sports, With Exception one boat overtakes and bumps the new tradesmen had come to take the
of Rowing, Very Informal.
one in front, both drop out, exchange place of a favorite tobacco shop; there
There are inter-College sports places on the next afternoon and the one might see a relic of the' days
throughout the year; and these, with rearranged procession
begins its when Oxford made soldiers instead, of
the' exception of rowing, are' conduct- second day of rowing. So. it contin(Continued on page's)
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"To the nations our Master hath
bidden us go,
There to publish the tidings of
peace,
Tell of Jesus the Savior to mortals
below,
And proclaim to the captives re
lease."
We Volunteers feel that the Lord
has called us to carry the Gospel to
other nations and we are glad that
He has given us this trust. Althought
we expect to carry the message across
the water we feel that the Lord would
have us busy with his work here while
we are preparing for service abroad.
The meeting on November 3rd, was
combined with the Gospel Team Or
ganization. Dean Glasier, who has
charge of the gospel team work, was
the leader. He mentioned the import
ance of the work which the gospel
teams have been carrying on, and
pointed out the possibilities for the
future work. An opportunity to tell
of the work that had been done was
given to those who were out on gos
pel team work this year. The Lord ia
blessing this part of our school work
and as Volunteers we need this kind
of work.
On November 10th, the work in the
Phillipine Islands was discussed. Mr.
Masa gave an interesting talk about
Dr. Cottingham's work there. After
Mr. Bonner told about what the Band
did in the past years a motion was
carried to continue the work. It is not
a small pledge that we have to pay but
we have faith in God to believe that
we can do it.
Surely, we have much work to do
while in this country. The missionaries
need our support, not only in a finan
cial way but also in the way of prayer.
Let us do our best.

The meeting of the Holiness League
on November 7th, was one of prayer
and praise, primarily. After the read
ing of the Scropture lesson by the
president and a duet by Mrs. James
Latshaw and Miss Irene Kletzing, the
students were invited to pray and tes
tify, according to the leadings of the
Spirit.
On November 14, Society Hall was
filled with students and neighbors who
gathered to hear a message from Dr.
Ayers. After a few congregational
songs, a number of "I never Need
Grieve Him Again," prayers and a
solo, by Miss Ada Rupp, so delight
fully sung that we were actually lift
ed out of ourselves. Dr Ayers gave a
very uplifting talk. (He based his re
marks on the story of the woman of
Samaria. Surely everyone who knows
Dr. Ayers will agree that even his
parenthetical expressions are of in
finite value to those who are privileg
ed to hear him. The following quota
tions are among the statements of Dr.
Ayers, that are provocative of deep
thought:
Christ PLACED HIMSELF IN
THE WAY of the woman of Samaria.
His first act was to break down a
long-standing prejudice, (in this ins
tance between the Samaritans and
the Jews).
The heart of Jesus yearns for things
that we could give Him,—love, obed
ience, etc.
One of the tricks of the devil is to
shift the issue of the soul.
We are apt to miss the point of a
soul's issue by waiting for a revival,
a certain speaker, or a particular time
and place.
The Spirit, in dealing with the soul,
does not leave it without anchorage.
God does not leave the soul to fut
ures. He sweeps away all time ele
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ments. There is a present provision
for the soul.
I am glad that the desciples were in
the town buying bread. How many
souls stumble over the brethern! If
there is anyone in the church who
bothers you, do you, do your best to
send him to town to buy bread.
"God is a spirit, and they that wor
ship him must worship him in spirit
and truth." Do not stop reading here,
but read a little further in the chapter.
The woman used the future tense.
Christianity is a spiritual religion, but
it is also a present, a near, an apprec
iable, and a personal religion.
It is the Holy Spirit's mission in the
world to reveal the same Jesus who
met the woman of Samaria. He meets
us not always through side-steppings,
but because we open our hearts to him.
PRAYER BAND
Are you home sick? Are your les
sons hard ? Do you have a burden on
your heart? Do you have victory in
your soul ? Come to Prayer Band on
Tuesday evenings. The Lord meets us
in a wonderful way, clears up all our
difficulties and sends us away rejoic
ing.
•
Isa. 65-24. "And it shall come to
pass that before they call, I will ans
wer; and while they are yet speaking
I will hear."
The meeting of November 11th, was
opened with an inspiring song service.
Miss Radiker was the leader. After
prayer, our souls were blessed by dis
cussing the Promises from the Bible,
which had helped us the most. Every
need was provided for in these promis
es given. Praise His Name.
The scripture lesson was found in
Acts 12: Peter was delivered from
prison because of Prayer. No matter
how difficult the problems are, Jesus
is able and is willing to deliver us
from them, if we but ask Him,
Once a missionary asked an old col
ored man what denomination he be
longed to, and the old fellow replied'
"Bress yo', suh dar's fo' roads leadin'
from hyah ter town—de long road, de
hill road, de sho' road, and de swamp
road, but when ah gits ter de mill dey
won't ast me, Uncle Wash, what road
did you come by? but 'Wash is yo
wheat good ? "
—Selected
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Whose identity's that of my own—
A fact that no cavil can bar.
But why stop at three?
One step farther back—can it be!
Great-granddad's descendants
Count seven who claim to be me.
The trouble is here but begun,
Just think how the tangle awaits
Mr. Brown, accompanied by his
When great, and great-great,
wife, delighted everyone,
including
' Stretch out into multiplied greats!
the children, with his medley of patriotic airs and southern melodies. AnFuture days no less than those past,
other interesting feature was the
Bewildering prospects foreshow;
drum solo, accompanied by Miss EsFor every potential amoeba'll
ther Mary Atkinson. John Shilling,
Repeat the same story we know.
with his Standard, was as original
as ever. In his editorial he gave
many valuable (1) pointers to new It is well, I am sure,
That my mind means so little to rne;
students, and we are wondering, John,
what you and your worthy
cabinet Else, most dreadful indeed!
A crazy amaeba I'd be.
w'd say and do next,
—Reporter R. D.
I've accepted the facts as they are;
1
But surely how happy I'd be
A BIOLOGICAL PROBLEM
Just to know whether I am myself,
A puzzled amoeba am I,
Or whether some other is me.
Mysterious all of my ways;
—H. T. Blodgett, Jan. 1924.
My future a question abstruse,

PHILO LITERARY REPORT.
Friday evening, Oct. 31, the Philos
presented an attraqti^e Hallowe'en
program. All the light® were out
but amid the darkness ghosts and
goblins acted as ushers. Pumpkin
faces, some beaming, others scowling,
and others weeping, greeted us on all
sides.
The program was rendered in the
form of an annual high festival celebrated by the witches,' ghosts and
goblins, with Pharaba Paulhemus as
queen. Her Riley readings were Very
fitting and well read, as well as
Miss Howe's description of the first
Hallowe'en. All the weird musical
numbers were enjoyed by all, especially Miss Carmen's Indian Song,
Miss Atkinson's sweet potato solo.
My past an inscrutible maze,
and the comb medley.
The Standard editors, John Shilling From whence am I come ?
and Chuck Wing, reached the climax
To what do I go.
when they unearthed the body of Gil Unanswered these questions remain,
bert Ayres and found all the T. U.
Nor am I permitted to know.
news. Neither will we forget the
powerful cat which caused quite a No parent of ours ever died;
commotion.
He simply was turned into two;
Philos, we have made a good be- And thus he lived on, in a duplicate
ginning. Let's keep it up and seek
state,
to make this the best year in the hisThe old, merely merged into new.
tory of our society.
The third
Philol-thean
Literary So I shall divide, and thus
program was given Friday evening,
Shall a pair replace one.
Nov. 14. The program read as fol- But what has become of just me.
lows:
When all this transforming is done?
Devotions—Mr. Kepple.
Most surely one half of me's me,
Trombone Solo—Mr. McLean.
And certain the other no less;
Vocal Solo—Miss Bouquard.
Am I me, or is half of me he?
Reading—Miss Ruth Flood.
Alas! I do nothing but guess.
Mandolin Solo—Mr. Brown.
Drum Solo—Mr. Sweitzer.
Standard Editor—John Shilling.
For who with assurance can say
Judging from the number of enWhich half of me's me, you see,
cores No. 1 and No. 2, the audience And which half i® somebody else,
appreciated each number very much.
Or whether my two halves are
We enjoy the co-operation of our new
equally me?
members and bid you come again, Mr.
McLean and Miss Bouquard.
I'm naught but one half of my dad,
Miss Flood's reading was surely
And he but one half of his sire,
worthy the many commendations re-,
you see;
ceived. Miss Flood showed unusual So surely one-fourth of my grand-pap
talent in the impersonations of her
Must certainly constitute me.
characters and indeed we feel that
we have in our midst a little artist in This makes it all perfectly plain,
the bud.
Three other amaebas there are,

(Continued from page 4 )
scholars. But the lawns were clipped
and green, the river flowed as softly
as before, and the rain was falling as
relentlessly as if it had not stopped
once during the intervening years.
A new generation of men were in
residence—somewhat more serious in
their purpose, somewhat more restless
against the old traditions, somewhat
more revolutionary in their insistence
that the curriculum should be brought
"up to date". The older men who
had been at Oxford in other years
went about their work; but as they
went they walked apart, as if to speak
with those whom they had spoken
with before the war. "Time is a gen
tle healer", I repeated to myself.
But I was wrong. I went back once
more in the spring of this year, and
it was not yet healed. The wound is
there, deep in the soul of Oxford, and
has become part of that rich, human
personality which is hers.

I. C. RHONEMUS
DENTIST
Phones: Office 112, Res. 112-R2
Cooley Blk.
HARTFORD CITY. IND.
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Vice President—Mr. Roy MacMurray.
Secretary—Miss Grace Olson!
Treasurer—Mr. George Eddie.
Reporter—LaRue Picklesimer.
It is our plan for the future that
our organization may increase as
representatives from Ohio and that
many souls may be brought into His
Kingdom.
SOANGETAHA DEBATING CLUB.
MNANKA DEBATING CLUB.
PENNSYLVANIA AUXILIARY.
The usual legislative and judicial
Miss Mildred Radaker, the presi
functions of the Soangetaha Debating dent of the Mnanka Debating Club
On Wednesday evening, November
Club were notable for their carefully gave a talk to the new members on
12, the students of
Pennsylvania
weighed arguments on the evenings club laws and parlaimentary drill at
gathered at Swallow Robin parlors,
of November eighth and fifteenth. At the regular meeting of the club on
to go in a body to the home of Dr.
the former date the question occupy Saturday, November 8th.
Paul, where we entered with surprise.
ing the center of interest during the
Mrs. John Shilling handed in her
Mr. L. S. Mosser, president of the
entire session was stated in the form resignation as cheer-leader of the
Auxiliary, opened the program with
of a debatable resolution: Resolved, club and Miss Bertha Howe was elect
a short address. His theme was
That voting should be compulsory for ed to succeed her. Miss Ruth Bourebased on the objectives of the Auxil
every citizen. As the time was lim guurd was chosen to be assistant seriary.
ited only five members of the club geant-at-arms.
Dr. Paul made a few remarks in
were invited to speak although all
The question for debate was: Re
response to Mr. Mosser's address. He
were expected to form
justifiable solved, That the Philippines hould be
took each point of our objectives and
opinions.
granted their independence imme
expounded upon it, laying special
Miss Chesterman and Miss Wagner diately. The Misses Hazel Chamber
stress on the last point, "To consider
ably presented the affirmative side of lain and LaRue Pickleseimer upheld
sending a gospel team into Pennsyl
the question and Miss Krause and the affirmative side, while Mrs. John
vania next summer." He told us of
Miss Matice the negative. At th« Shilling and Miss Rachel York de
the need and what was accomplished
conclusion of the debate, before the bated for the negative. The decision
in the past.
final report of the judicial committee was in favor of the affirmative.
Mr. Miller, contractor for the new
was read, Miss Beale gave a very
Resolved, That bobbed hair should
dorm and a good Pennsylvanian, gave
helpful resume of the argument, cri be banished from Taylor University,
us a few remarks concerning a gospel
ticizing both its content and presen was the question for debate on Sat
team.
tation. The committee reported that urday evening, November 15th. The
After hearing the speeches the
the negative speakers had presented "Misses Bertha Hows and Ruth BoureMisses George and Lewis sang for us,
their view the more forcefully.
gard spoke for the affirmative and the
Mr. McLean favored us with a trom
At the session of November fif
Misses Clara French and Charlotte
bone solo, and Miss Dickson closed
teenth a somewhat similar order was Teed upheld the negative argument.
this part of the program with a vocal
followed. This time, however, the The decision was for the negative.
solo.
question had to do with the proposed
Representatives from the Eureka
Games and a general good time
apodtion of the Child labor Am rai and Soangetaha debating clubs visit
used up the rest of the evening. Mr.
ment now before the states. Misses ed the Mnankas while the Eulogonian
Dean had charge of this program and
Bruner and Gloason endeavored to club attended the meeting in a body.
he showed his ability to do good
persuade the club the.e such an amend- The Mnankas thank these clubs for
work.
men was wise. Misses Jackson and their interest and invite them to
The closing part of the program
Taylor dissenting. The arguments, as come again.
was in charge of Mr. Tarbell, who
weighed both by the judges and by
saw that every one had something to
Miss Beale, finally
tipped the scales OHIO STUDENTS REORGANIZE.
eat. He served us with sandwiches,
in favor of the affirmative.
pickles, ice cream and cake.
Two
years
ago
the
Ohio
students
Besides these questions of public
Objectives of the Pennsylvania
interest a few problems concerning organized for the purpose of saving
Auxiliary.
souls
in
their
state.
local organization came before the
To uphold the standards of Taylor
Last year no definite action was
club. The advisability of a limited
associate membership was discussed taken toward this end by the group. Universiay here in school.
To have a prayer service each Mon
This fall, upon Mr. Cramer's visit
and an amendment designed to that
day
at 7 a. m.
from
the
field,
he
called
together
the
end presented for consideration The
To foster the fellowship of the
new members cf the club are to bs Ohio students for the purpose of re
Pennsylvania students.
congratulated on their attendance and organizing them.
To line up prospective students.
He gave us an interesting and en
conduct. A spirit of harmony and
To consider sending a gospel team
yet of a dignity befitting such an thusiastic talk about the plans of our
assembly always attends the delibera group in the future. The following into Pennsylvania next summer.
Do not forget to keep the objectofficers were elected:
tions of this august body.
President—Mr. Alva Beers.
continued on page 12)
-—Reporter
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timation. Esau failed because he was
unwilling to forgo present pleasures
for remote gain. In his table of val
ues a mess of pottage stood higher
than the honored birthright.
This seems like a surpassingly
Editorial Department
Editor-in-Chief
i
J. Lauren Naden foolish move on the part of Esau,
Associate Editor
,
Erma Dare doesntit?Yet how many people in
First Assistant Associate Editor
Ralph Henning our day have done far worse than he,
Second Assistant Associate Editor
Florence Beale in their selfish desires and their fail
Report Editor
Mildred Whetsel
Literary Editor
Frances "Rowland ure to appreciate the great eternal
Local Editor
Charlotte Kaetzel values lying before them. Many a
Chronicler and Humorous Editor
Elma Buchanan youth has spurned the opportunity
Alumni Editor
K. E. Maynard for geting a thorough educational pre
Athletic Editor
Elmore Eicher
paration, for a paltry salary, the bene
Business Department
fits of which, he could have without a
Business Manager
Paul C. Kepple long delay. But he doesn't even know
Advertising Manager
_
Alva Beers how to spend the small sum he gets to
Subscription Manager
S. Dale Tarbell
Circulation Manager
Wesley Draper the best advantage. His undeveloped
Assistant Circulation Manager
Harry Dean judgement fails to cause him to choose
the things, that make for permanent
Subscription Price $1.50 Per Annum
happiness. As a result he wonders
(Eighteen issues) in United States, if paid before January 1, 1925; $1.75 per where all his money has gone and why
annum if paid after January 1, 1925; $1.75 per annum in foreign countries;
it has not done him more good.
single copies 10 cents.
Still others are foolish enough to
sell out their spiritual birthrights and
titles to heavens glories for a short,
uncertain lease on gold and earthly
riches.
Our Savior gave us very definite
teaching on this matter in the sermon
on the mount. In the seventh chapter
of Matthew and the nineteenth, twen
tieth and twenty-first verses, we find
these words. "Lay nor up for your
selves treasures upon earth where
moth and rust doth corrupt and where
thieves break through and steal: But
lay up for yourselves treasures in
heaven, where neither moth nor rust
doth corrupt, and where thieves do
not break through and steal: For
THE HIGHER VALUES
manent satisfaction. How much eas where your treasure is, there will
(By 1st Asst. Assoc. Editor)
ier it seems for one to strive for the your heart be also."
A remarkably large percentage of rewards which he can see just a head,
Truly it is not so easy, at times, to
the successes or failures of those who than to labor for those rewards that deny ourselves the pleasures we might
apparently have an equal start in life, await him at the end of months, years, be enjoying in deference to the ever
are the results of proper, or improper or a long lifetime of relentless effort. lasting treasures which are to be ours
estimates placed by those individuals Nevertheless, let us look at the re later on. It takes some genuine grace,
upon the values of life.
sult of Jacobs choice. He was accord faith, and will-power, to say "No", to
Was not that chasm that separated ed the coveted birthright which Isaac the appetites and desires of the flesh,
Jacob and Esau, the marked difference had determined that Esau should have, sometimes. The path to success is not
in their standards of values. We find and thus he won the high honor of be the line of least resistance. If we ex
Esau putting supreme emphasis upon ing the direct ancestor of our Savior. pect to amount to anything, in life,
the fulfillment of freshly desires, Furthermore, he was made a prince we must vigorously exercise our will
while Jacob made the obtainment of in Gods kingdom, and God gave him a powers, conquer ourselves by the grace
that precious birthright a matter of name which the great race of Gods of God, and fight like a good soldier.
utmost importance for himself.
chosen people bear unto this day.
The things which are truly valuable
All goals and ideals do not have the
What did Esau get? Just what he and always come to us as the results
same values for us in the end. Usually set his heart upon ? A mess of pottage of persistent effort. The world famous
those which are attained with the and nothing more. At the same time artists of today did not master their
least amount of determination, effort, he lost that valuable prize which compositions in a day, nor by half
and persistence, fail miserably-in giv might have been his forever, had he hearted effort. By years of determined
ing that which we most desire, per given it the proper place in his es effort, and practice in obscurity, they
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
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slowly and with great difficulty mas
tered those compositions which they
rended with such skill and ease
before the mighty audiences today.
Furthermore, they dare not let up on
their practice even during the days of
their days of success if they would
maintain that skill which they already
attained. And yet what one of them
Arthur James, Allegheny College rantula," has a sign reading, "Four
today begrudges the time spent thus
in preparation feeling that it hasnt Freshman, who mysteriously disap wheels, no breaks. Go ahead and look,
peared from the campus on October the gears are stripped." The campus
paid. Did Saint Paul at the close of
1, has been found in a hospital at is becoming more and more crowded
his career of struggle and suffering Kansas City, Mo. The lad was a vic with these gaily decorated rattlers as
for the cause of Christ, regret that he tim of amnesia.
time goes on. Each one tries to outdo
the other; goodness knows what the
had striven and endured such hard
Professionalism is so feared at the next one will be like. Probably cov
ships instead of taking his ease with
University
of Wisconsin that the var ered with clippings from "La Vie
the rest of his Pharasee bretheren?
Parisienne." Who knows ?
Nay all the scourgings, imprisonments sity swimmers have been forbidden to
dive
for
pennies
in
the
college
pool
as
and stoning fell into insignificance as
The artist at the University of Ok
he stood at the threshold of eternal that might be construed as the use of
lahoma says that the men instead of
their
swimming
knowledge
for
finan
glory and said triumphantly, "I have
the women are the slaves of fashion.
fought a good fight, I have finished cial gain.
He goes on to say that men get their
my course, I have kept faith: Hence
The Senior class of Eureka College clothes from the period of the French
forth there is laid up for me a crown
has revived an old custom of burying Revolution and have never had the
of righteousness, which the Lord, the
a fruit cake at the beginning of their courage to change them; that at one
righteous judge, shall give me at that
senior year and unearthing it at com time knee breeches were the dress
day and not to me only, but unto all
mencement time and having a feast. of the aristocrat and overalls of the
them also that love his appearing."—
It was customary for the junior class, plebian; and further, that our clothes
(11 Tim. 4.7.8.)
provided they found the cake, to now are only glorified overalls, as
There is a future of great success achange the hiding place—and the that is where the present trouser
head for every young man, or woman
cake would remain in their possession. style originated.
who will meet the requirements. The
question for us is, Are we willing to
A novel course to be offered during
Evansville College boasts that it
pay the price ?
the next semester by the Departmnt is the only institution in Ohio which is
of English in th University of Ken able to secure the famous Oxford de
INTERCOLLEGIATE COLUMN OF tucky is that of "Conversation." The bating team. They feel in good trim
WIT, SATIRE AND HUMOR.
object of this course., as the' name im to put them on. Both the team and
plies, is to teach the student the art the tickets for the debate are going
The New Student is planning a of conversation.
like wildfire, they say.
series of intercollegiate columns of
wit, satire and humor, either in verse
The market quotation on eggs at
Adhesive tape, 26 miles of it, in 12or prose. We plan to run a whole the University of California is $60,- inch rolls, and 20 miles of muslin for
column contribution of each college. 000 per dozen; $5,000 is actually of- bandages, have been supplied by the
Students should send in their contri- fered for the genuine eggs the casts university health service to Dave
butions to the editor of their college 0f which are on display at the muse- Woodward, the athletic trainer at Pur
paper.
Contributions
should be um 0n Beacon Hill. These eggs are a due University.
marked "The New Student Intercol- bit too old for hubby's breakfast, howlegiate Column." Upon receipt of ever, as they are dinosaur eggs and
Police stopped the freshman-soph
material, each editor will select what were stale in Solomon's time.
omore fight
at the University of
is in his or her judgment the best
Rochester, as the greenhorns were
contribution, and send them to us
Students at Ohio University have threatening to remove their oppon
together with the name of his college started a new fad, painting Fords in
ents from the earth. One freshman
paper. Our column measures twelve au kinds of outlandish colors—yellow
was
unconscious for half an hour. At
and a half inches long by two and a radiators and aluminum hoods, bodhalf inches wide.
ies decorated after the cubist fashion, Brown University, the sophs waited
All editors expecting their colleges signs bearing all sorts of brilliant re- till two o'clock in the morning before
to participate must communicate with marks, the name of the machine and attacking. Half the freshmen had
this office before December 15th so on. One of these cars, "The Yella
gone to bed. The others got a trim
either by completed column manu- Spyder," has brightly painted legs
ming
and then the weary ones were
script or by letter.
nnd arms painted all over it AnThe New Student, other, whose name is "Galloping Ta- singly routed out and etc.

ELSEWHERE
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"DOPE" THE EDITOR MISSED

man, and so before the rest of the
student body could revert to that state
of seeming interest in the service, and
note-taking on the sermon, in which
most of them are studying Dr. Paul
,
made the announcement that we were
to bave company. The company was
iate, but when they came, we were
truly glad to Veleome them.
The first thing that we learned from
our 6
guests was that they came from
, ,, ,
' ., .
.
Anderson, and that they had lost their
way
the
reason for
being
]a{e_

Monday morning, the seventeenth
of November, we remember as one of
. . .
. .
, , i
great interest to the average student
at Taylor University. After the singing of the hymn, Dr. Paul started to
make the anouncements. in his usual
manner. We thought that we were in
»
,,
,
„ ..
- ,,
,.
for the regular routine of the day, as
far as chapel was concerned, and sd
gave ourselves over to our usual chapel behavior.
Soon things began to take a differ,.
, ,
ent turn trom what we were expecting, and those students who were pay-

\ye were given to understand that one
of our number had told the man that
he knew the way to Upland, and then
that they had visited nearly every
•'
•
town between Chicago and Columbus,
The man that wag guiding them was

ing attention notified those of us who studying to be a doctor. The interestwere getting out the review for the ing thing about the matter is that the
German quiz, and other various and men who came with this company
sundry assignments, and the general were G*°rge Eddie our worthy Post
master, and Claud Hodson, the handy
interest began.
man around the campus.
In the first place, we noticed that
Nqw we undergtand
that
George
Prof. Cleaveland was here and that Eddje is studying for some calling asomeone was making trouble because long the line of religious work, just
he was not supposed to be here until what is irrslevent here. Therefore, we
draw two conclusions from this. HodTuesday. Miss Bothwell wanted a
son is planning to be a doctor
(we
meeting of some kind, and the fact wouW agk Doctor of whatT)< And what
Prof. Cleaveland was here seemed to
make a diference in the schedule.
Then after they had their arrange
ments made and things looked as tho

jg 0-f more immediate interest, he is
the man that had a case of the wand
er-lust the other morning, and led
those other folks all astray.
We never thought of Hodson as be
ugh they were about to lose their exing the kind of a fellow who would
citing atmosphere, Miss Patterson deliberately hold up a religious sermade it known that the Ladies Choir vice for the sake of an automobile
was to lose a night of practice because ride, but it seems that is just what he
of the unexpected advent of the Pro- did- 1 have wondered since that chapel
^
service, what kind of company Hod1
fessor.
Prof. Cleaveland must have
., . . ,
.
,
son was with m Anderson immediately
felt important. It seems that these befcre leaving, that should cause him
musicians do have the worst times a- to make the blunders that we take it
bout their schedules.
he made. Some folks might understand
I have heard it remarked that for from this incident that prohibition is
all of the anguish so vividly expressed a failure.
in the Music Hall each day is that we
Before we would get back to the
have no Doctor on our Music Depart- German, before we even wanted to,
ment, and that we should grant one of chepel was over. We had listened to
the professors in that department a one of the most direct and appealing
doctor's degree, that this inhumanity sermons that we have ever heard,
cease. As a companion idea to this This is not a homelitical criticism, but
one, I would suggest that we have a we would say right here that Mr.
lawyer in the music deartment to set- Spangler our guest, is a man of wontle all of these disputes outside of derfully human thought, and direct
chapel.
.
statements.He is truly a man full of
But I have digressed painfully from his subject, with an interesting and
the main theme of this writing. Yet, winning manner of presenting it. He
I suppose that according to the head- is young himself.
He "gets" young
ing of the column, I am perfectly in folk®. He touched the hearts of the
order.
student body. We appreciate him.
Before I could get back to my Ger—Y. A. Potter.

THE RULES OF TRE GAME
Every game that men choose to play
is governed somewhat by a more or
less complicate set of rules. There is
a rule for this and a rule to show
one how to do that,- and unless these
rules are folowed-the game is not a
game. There are only two game®, cus
tom sets the rule. These games are
love and war. Everyone can remember
the old wisecrack propounded by Shagsber, the great English jokesmith,—
"All's fair in love or war."
Allow me to digress seemingly from
my subject for a while and tell what
has been skidding around in my tho
ughts for quite some time, The other
Sunday I took a short walk into the
country to enjoy myself for a time.
Walking along I was struck by the
singular beauty of Sunday: Trees were
more golden, grass more green, birds
more musical, everything more quiet
in honor of the day. It seems truly
there is a God who has definitely set
aside this day for his own delight. It
was very easy to have lofty thoughts
in that kind of an atmosphere. Mean
things were banished and I felt that
it was really a good thing, to be a
Christian.
Monday came and the work of the
week began. With the work cams the
old hatreds, the old rejudices and
life was real again. I am not a pessim
ist, as any one who knows ms can tell.
I would rather far see ths best in
people than—
But the contrast was too great. Is
not every day like? Is Sunday more a
day on which to think of the better
things in life than any other day ? Are
not the rules of the game the same
for every day of the week and Sunday
also?
Let's play the game! The rules are
the same for every day. Let's be as
true to ourselves on the week days as
we are on the Sundays.
—Greshawn.
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SECOND GAME OF CANON BALL(Continued feom page 7)
BOBCAT SERIES.
ives before you. Be sure to come to
the prayer services.
—Henry M. Texter.
On Nov. 15, at 9:30 .a m., the Can
non Balls and Bob Cats met for an
EULOGONIAN DEBATING CLUB
other scrap to see who could put the
The Eulogonians met on November pill between the goal posts the most
7 with a parliamentary drill as the often.
program of the evening.
Dr. Paul acted as critic and gave us
a very instructive and helpful report.
The technical points of parliamentary
law which are commonly misused
were brought out by Dr. Paul and
were of a great help to us. The Club
extended to him its heartiest appreci
ation for his criticism.
The Eulogonians have always had
the reputation of having a program
each meeting which is of interest and
profit to every one present. We glad
ly welcome you to visit us any Satur
day evening at 6:30 in the library.
On November 14, the Club met and
then visited the Mnankas and enjoyed
a debate. Resolved: that bobbed hair
should be banished from Taylor Uni
versity." The wit of the debaters in
handling the subject kept up a lively
interest throughout the debate.
L. W. M.
THE EUREKAN DEBATING CLUB

From the very start the game
promised to be a fast and hard fought
struggle. The Cannon Balls rolled
around with a deadly precision to wipe
the Bob Cats off the field and make
their boast good, for the Cannon Balls
have already suffered one defeat at
the claws of the Bob Cats, and they
vowed that such a thing should never
again occur.
Every man on either side showed a
marked improvement in his style of
game, and also the passing and team
work was very manifest. At the
present rate of improvement we will
soon be producing stars of the sev
enth magnitude in the realm of soccerdom.
This time the Cannon Balls put the
Bob Cats up a tree, with the score of
4-2.

BLUMENTHAL
& Company
The Best Place to shop after all

"Marion's Greatest Style Center"

Quality Merchandise Only

MARION

INDIANA

IN MARION

LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
Office Phone 2167 R. 1

Res. Phone 2167 R. 2

AND MILLINERY

Dr. G. C.EVANS

SPECIALIST IN FOOT AILMENTS

The most interesting debate of the
LADY ATTENDANT
season was held Saturday, November
Graduate Illinois Col ege of Chiropody
113 1-2 W. 3rd St.
WiggerBlk,
MARION
j
1 in Society Hall. The other three
clubs visited. The question was "Re
solved: That Coolidge, Davis or Lafollette should be elected President.
Coolidge was upheld by Messers Lyon
"The Camera Place"
and Leighty. Davis was upheld by
KODAK SUPPLIES
Rose and Mosser. Lafollette was sup
Mrs. J. E. S p a l d i n g
ported by Mesers Allen and Trout.
University Campus
Dean Glasier acted as critic Judge.
He decided in favor of Coolidge.
These debates are instructive as
well as interesting. Have you attend
The educated man is one who sus
pends judgment until the evidence is
ed?
all in.
IF you want to meet
Eight students of the Senior and
SOME fair young lady whom
Sophomore classes of Earlham Col
YOU have noticed, and
lege have been suspended for partici
ARE unable to do so, just
pation in a hazing incident.
PUT plenty of mud on your
SHOES, and let your hair grow
LONG, and leave your trousers
Why lay out money for a steam
UNPRESSED, an(j let your beard bath when one can shut himself up in
GROW past shaving date, and
a telephone booth for a nickel?
WEAR a dirty collar, and have
Going to church won't make a man
PLENTY of dust on your blue
SERGE suit and you will be
a Christian any more than going to
the barn will make him a horse.
SURE to meet her.

CUT PRICES
ON DRY GOODS. SHOES
RUBBERS AND
GENTS FURNISHINGS

P. R. McREYNOLDS
Cut Price Store

Upland, Indt

DINE AT KEEVER'S CAFE
With Steam Table service. Hot
Sandwiches at all hours and
Coffee for the nervous
Our dinner lunch is 25c

BERT BALSLEY
G R O C E R I E S and X M A S
SPECIALTIES
Upland, Ind.
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THE MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION
As everyone at Taylor is aware the
Ministerial Association has organized
for this year's work. In the past this
organization has not filled as large a
sphere as it should. However, there is
no time like the present for accom
plishments, and so the Association
has now set itself to the task of oc
cupying its proper place as one of the
most important student organization
at Taylor.
At present time there are more
students at this school preparing for
the ministry than for any other call
ing. They are already receiving ex
cellent training along other lines of
thought and activity. Nevertheless,
there are problems peculiar to the
ministry that deserve more adequate
attention. It is to fill this gap that we
have banded together. By communi
cation with similar organizations else
where and by having competent speak
ers on these subjects, the association
will aid its members in going out as
more effective preachers and pastors.
To carry out these ends, the associa
tion, at a meeting held November 15,
1924, elected the following officers,
for the year:
President—Walter L. Russel.
Vice-President—Alfred N. Christianson.
Treasurer—Maurice L. Jones.
Recording Secretary —Marguerite
Wagner.
Corresponding Secretary—C. A. Doug
las.
Reporter—Marcius E. Tabor.
Every one that is preparing for any
type of ministerial work is urged to
join in order that he may help and be
helped along the line of his life'work.
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AT
MARION
For years and years the
manufacturer of

JOKE3.
he asked.
Soph—Did you ever take ehloro"Yes, it's my brother."
form.
"Well, you have one consolation.
Fresh—No. Who teaches it?
He's dead all right."
M. Dunscomb (playing basket ball)
On account of the many classes and
—"Where should I stand?"
the diligent preparation they require,
Manning—"On your feet."
Wayne York, Albert Howe, James
Bartlett and Ralph Swietzer were
G. Bradley (telling about a wedding forced to play a set of tennis at 10:30
which took place this summer)—"AG Wednesday night, a-la-moon-light.
ter the ceremony was over, a grand
four-course dinner was served, and it
Manning says he never knew before
was fine. I wish more of that family that a radio would work so well while
would marry."
it was raining. (?)
K. Maynard—"Give an example of
On Friday Afternoon.
minority rule."
He started out from Sickler Dorm
E. G. Leisman—"A baby in the
And she from Swallow Robin;
family."
3:30 bell had just pealed forth,
The rope was still a.-bobbin'.
Miss Patterson (during choral prac
tice)—"Now folks, you watch the They wandered by the soccer game
words while I go through the air."
And when they tired of straying,
Sat down beside the tennis court
Beers—"I see you have your socks
To watch the folks a-playing.
on wrong side out."
Snell—"Yes, there's a hole in the "What sport are you the fondest of?"
other side."
He asked. This would suffice
To start the conversation up,
Translation in Latin I.—"The boy's
He thot, and break the ice.
father was alike on all sides."
She blushed and stammered, cleared
Kaetzel—"Do you think I'll ever be
her throat,
able to accomplish anything with my
For fear she might be hoarse;
voice ?"
Then gazed at him with shining eyes
Noble Gray—"Well, it might come
And said, "Why you, of course."
in handy in case of a fire."
—S. L. M. Q. C.
One Thing Certain.
Billy—"May I kiss you goodnight?"
To avoid chartering a special car
She—"No, Billy, it's my principle
to ship 200 pounds of limburger cheese never to kiss anyone goodnight."
a manufacturer packed it in a rough
Billy—"Well, lets drop the principle
oblong box and checked it as a corpse. and show some interest."
At the first stop he went ahead to
the baggage car to see there was no
Rose (coming late to dining hall)
trouhle. He stood by the box in a —Do you know what made me- late
disconsolate attitude and shaded his this morning. I was dreaming about
eyes with his hand. The baggage a girl singing to me.
man-was-sympafchetiev— "#^*ilativ«T,-'~ Miss -items—'Yes, and. it.sounded so.
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much like an alarm clock you could
not tell the difference.
Miss Maas—Did you see the moon
this evening, Grandpa?
Grandpa Kelley—Yes, baby.
Miss Maas—Isn't it a shame; just
to think that such a perfectly won
derful moon should go to waste like
this on such a wonderful night.
Grandpa Kelley—I tell you it would
not go to waste like this if I were at
home.
Jack—"I just passed by the exKaiser's home and heard him sing
ing."
Chunk—"What was he singing."
Jack—"Ain't gonna reign no more.'
"Doctor, every time I incline my
body forward and extend my arms
horizontally, giving them at the same
time a circular motion I feel an acute
pain in my left shoulder."
"But what necessity is there for you
to make such ridiculous movements?"
"Pardon me, doctor, but can you tell
me any other way to put on my
coat?"
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BOSTON STORE
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History Prof.—"Can you tell me
Napoleon's nationality."
Stude—"Corsican."
History Prof.—"Well, then, why
don't you?"
Pat—"Got a thumb tack?"
Mike—"No, but I got a finger

nail."

"I have a fine job now. I'm work
ing in a shirt factory."
"Then why aren't you working to
day?"
"Oh, we are making night shirts
now."
"Yes," said the old man to his vis
itor, "I am proud of my girls and
would like to see thsm comfortably
married, and as I have a little money
they will not go penniless to their
husbands."
"There is Mary, twenty-five years
old, and a really good girl. I shall
give her one thousand dollars when
she marries. Then comes Bet, who
won't see thirty-five again. I will give
her three thousand dollars; and the
man who takes Eliza, who is forty,
will have five thousand with her."
The young-man reflected a moment
and then asked, "You haven't one
about fifty, have you."
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